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Introduction

Executive summary and regional outlooks
A time to act
Junior miners need to take urgent
action—now, before crisis hits—and do
what it takes to find the cash to keep their
businesses and projects moving forward.
The junior mining industry remains
caught in the midst of an unparalleled
downturn, the likes of which we haven’t
seen since the late 1990s. The recovery
simply hasn’t materialized. Commodity
prices remain low and the global economy
remains frustratingly volatile. Junior
miners are a determined lot, used to high
risks, tight budgets and business
uncertainty. But as the slump drags
into its third barren year, companies
will find themselves unable to wait
it out any longer.

It will be challenging to keep things
moving. Equity and debt markets alike
have noticeably dried up. The top 100
junior miners raised CAD$515 million in
equity financing in 2015, 25% less than
last year—and almost all of it (86%)
was raised by just 15 companies. Debt
financing fell nearly 27% in 2015, to
CAD$278 million, and two-thirds of it
was raised by four miners. For the vast
majority of junior miners, traditional
sources of funding simply aren’t available
in this environment.

James Lusby
Partner, Assurance
Mark Patterson
Partner, Assurance
Nochane Rousseau
Partner, Quebec Mining Leader
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The junior mining industry remains caught in the midst
of an unparalleled downturn, the likes of which we haven’t
seen since the late 1990s.
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The market will recover, eventually. And
companies that take action now will be far
better positioned to succeed when it does.

At the same time, cash reserves are
falling—to CAD$7 million on average for
the top 100, a new low. Barring a sudden
and unexpected turnaround, many
miners will soon face the risk that they
will run out of cash, despite their best
efforts to keep costs as low as possible.
The ‘bunker’ mindset may have outlived
its usefulness; waiting is no longer a
viable strategy in these still-troubled
times. For junior miners, it’s time to act.
And yet acting alone isn’t enough.
Junior mining companies must act in
new and different ways than in the past.
The traditional routes are blocked to
most miners right now. Unconventional
approaches and new ideas, including
those that would have been unthinkable
even a year ago, need to be explored
and seriously considered.

Boards and management teams need
to set everything else aside to embrace
creative solutions that keep their
businesses, mines and assets moving
forward. They also need to adjust their
expectations about what moving forward
means today, because it’s likely going
to be rather different and slower than
in years past.
In this year’s report, we’ve interviewed
a number of mining leaders who have
embraced new thinking to overcome
their business challenges, and we explore
strategies companies can use to secure
cash and sustain their projects. We
look at aggregation and non-traditional
financing sources, de-risking and dealing
with periods of financial distress. We
also examine how companies can still
be innovative—yet cost-conscious—in
today’s tough environment.
These and other, less conventional
strategies are what’s needed if the junior
mining sector is to successfully endure
this ongoing downturn. The market
will recover, eventually. And companies
that take action now will be far better
positioned to succeed when it does.
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Top 100 financial highlights and analysis
As the slump continues, miners need to take action

The ‘bunker’ mindset may have
outlived its usefulness; waiting
is no longer a viable strategy…
For junior miners, it’s time to act.

Figure 1.0

Our analysis of the top 100 junior mining
companies listed on Canada’s TSX
Venture Exchange (TSX-V) paints a grim
picture—but not an unexpected one.
The industry remains mired in a slump
that’s now entering its third year, and the
key financial indicators show a steady,
ongoing decline across the sector. Miners
find themselves facing a downturn of a
scale not seen since the late 1990s, with
no clear indication of when the market
will start to recover.

As the financial highlights show,
companies’ options are dwindling and
urgency is building. Waiting it out is no
longer a realistic option for many junior
miners. Companies must take action—
quickly and creatively—to find the cash
they need to keep their projects alive
and moving forward.

The market capitalization of the TSX-V’s
top 100 miners dropped significantly,
from CAD$7.9 billion last year to
CAD$4.8 billion at June 30, 2015 (Fig. 2.0).
Mining’s share of the total TSX-V has
also continued to fall: once making up
more than half of the exchange’s total
market cap, mining now contributes only
36% (Fig. 6.1).

Stage of mining of Top 100 mining companies
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Top 100 financial highlights and analysis
Market capitalization
Figure 4.0
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The drop in overall market capitalization may be
explained in part by the fact that this year’s top
100 includes more exploration firms than last year,
and fewer producers. Most of the top 10 producers
from last year have since graduated to the TSX, to be
replaced by explorers.
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Production

The pain is shared across the sector, as the average
market capitalization of explorers, producers and
developers alike has fallen sharply over the past year
(Fig. 4.0). While the total market capitalization
has declined by 11%, explorers’ total market cap
has dropped by 45%—and producers’ total market
cap has plummeted 57% (Fig. 5.0).
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Top 100 financial highlights and analysis
Less traditional approaches can help juniors succeed
Reviewing the financial highlights for the top 100
companies included in our analysis echoes what we’ve
heard in our conversations with mining leaders across
the country. Cash is tight, revenue and income are
falling with lower commodity prices, and financing is
incredibly hard to come by. The trends are clear: many
of Canada’s junior miners will soon find themselves
running out of cash, and those that wait too long to act
may find themselves without options. Now is the time
boards and management teams need to look at how to
keep their projects moving.

Figure 7.0

Cash, Top 100 ($ billions CAD)

Cash reserves are dwindling
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Figure 9.0 Average cash, Top 10 and Top 100 ($ millions CAD)
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Despite these prudent steps, cash is running out: the
top 100’s cash position fell nearly one-third (31%) since
last year and total cash reserves are at an all-time low.
On average, the top 100 junior mining companies have
CAD$7 million on hand, down from CAD$10 million
last year (Fig. 9.0); and this is at the top of the TSX-V.
The bottom end (not numerically analyzed in this
report) would show many companies with next to no
cash balance at all. Many companies are assessing their
cash burn out rate as a matter of months—yet another
reason companies should start looking at new ideas for
keeping afloat.

2009
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Miners are doing all they can to hold on to their cash in
these challenging times. They’re hunkering down and
keeping the lights on, but they’re not doing much more
than that in many cases. Cash used for investments
is down 23% from last year; cash used for operating
activities has dropped 5%; and property, plant and
equipment spending is down 22% (Fig. 10.1).
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Top 100 financial highlights and analysis
Key financial statement line items

7

Revenue and income

Financing

Across the top 100, overall revenue is
down 28% from last year, a drop of
nearly CAD$195 million. That’s balanced,
slightly, by an 18% reduction in overall
net losses.

Financing remains the essential lifeblood
of every junior miner—but it’s becoming
incredibly hard to find new sources
of funding. Across the top 100, cash
provided by financing has dropped
27% since last year, and shareholders’
equity has fallen 30%.
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The top 100 raised CAD$514 million in
new equity financing in 2015, down 25%
from the previous year (Fig. 12.2). But
even that figure can be misleading: while
74 firms raised equity last year, 15 firms
raised 86% of it. The vast majority raised
less than CAD$1 million each, most of
which came through private placement.
Put simply: for most miners, the equity
wells are dry.

www.pwc.com/ca/juniormine

Top 100 financial highlights and analysis
The decline in financing
It’s the same story for debt financing. Overall, 24 firms
among the top 100 raised CAD$278 million in new debt
financing in 2015, down approximately 27% from 2014
(Fig. 13.2). However, more than two-thirds (69%) of that
amount was raised by four miners. In practical terms,
there’s simply very little new debt financing to be found.

Equity

Debt

74 entities raised equity during 2015

24 entities raised debt during 2015

Yet, while the figures aren’t especially encouraging, they
do show that companies with great management and a
great asset can still uncover cash—but it takes significant
determination and a newfound willingness to try less
traditional approaches in order to be successful.

Figure 11.0	Cash Raised from Financing, Top 100
($ millions CAD)

4 entities raised more than CAD$30 million (31%)

2 entities raised CAD$46 million (45%)

11 entities raised more than CAD$10 million (55%)

4 entities raised more than CAD$30 million (69%)

Figure 12.1
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Top 5 financial highlights and analysis

The top 5 junior mining companies
in 2015 illustrate just how much
the sector has shrunk over the course
of the downturn.
Overall, this year’s top 5 are
significantly smaller than their 2014
predecessors: four of them wouldn’t
have made last year’s list.
Three firms are new to the top 5 this
year: Roxgold Inc, Ascot Resources Ltd
and NexGen Energy Ltd. They replace
Lumina Copper Corp (acquired by First
Quantum Minerals), Fission Uranium
Corp (graduated to the TSX) and Bear
Creek Mining Corp, which slipped out
of the top 5 this year. This year’s top 5
are doing rather well, considering the
state of the industry. Reservoir Minerals

9
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and Ascot Resources have announced
a number of well-received positive drill
results and discoveries, while Roxgold
and NexGen have been quite active—
and successful—in getting a number of
debt and equity deals completed. While
Roxgold and NexGen remain exceptions
in a slumping industry, they offer further
proof that well-managed companies
with high-quality assets are in the best
position to find a way to keep moving
forward in very difficult conditions.

www.pwc.com/ca/juniormine

Market aggregation
Thrive together—or risk foundering alone
The new Oban takes flight
After three years of toughing it out
through the slump, it’s clear that Canada’s
junior miners need to look at all options
to keep their projects alive. Aggregation
can provide a way forward in a difficult
market, enabling companies to control
costs and maintain the potential value of
their assets.

John Burzynski
President and CEO, Oban Mining
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Aggregation offers miners a number of
important benefits. Lower administrative
costs is the most obvious one: only one
management team is required, and
the savings also extend to securities
filing, office rents and other day-to-day
costs. Risks can be shared and balance
sheets adjusted to strengthen the new
company’s position. Forward-thinking
miners may even achieve other benefits or
synergies down the road—for example,
by combining to pool assets in the
same region. Perhaps most important,
aggregation can enable miners to keep
their assets safe, preserving shareholders’
potential upside and avoiding the prospect
of giving them just pennies on the dollar.

Aggregation is just what Canada’s
junior mining sector needs, according
to John Burzynski, president and CEO
of the “new” Oban Mining Corp—
an organization itself built on the
consolidation of four mining companies
with additional investment from Osisko
Gold Royalties. Of the thousands of junior
miners in business today, says Burzynski,
not all will be successful. Bringing firms
together can improve the odds.
“There’s a certainty in putting companies
together with strong financial partners
and a good cash balance,” says Burzynski.
Such combinations can help improve
shareholders’ prospects for a return on
their investment—and mitigate their
risk of ending up with nothing at the end
of the day.

There’s a certainty
in putting companies
together with strong
financial partners and
a good cash balance.
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Market aggregation
Thrive together—or risk foundering alone
First Mining Finance’s mineral bank
First Mining Finance is also using
aggregation to position itself for a market
resurgence. First Mining’s president,
Pat Donnelly, believes now is an ideal
time for an aggregation strategy.
“Quality companies are usually created
at the bottom of the market,” he says.

Pat Donnelly
President, First Mining Finance

First Mining Finance isn’t simply building
a bigger miner—it’s building a ‘mineral
bank.’ The company aims to acquire 40
to 50 quality assets (it currently owns 19)
and plans to unlock those assets’ value
when the market improves, engaging
third parties to develop the assets and
retaining a royalty, stream or some other
residual interest. For Donnelly, First
Mining’s aggregation strategy reflects the
broken nature of the current market.
“It’s cheaper to buy a million ounces than
to drill a million ounces,” he says.
Pursuing an aggregation strategy—
whatever you’re building—isn’t easy.
Incumbent management can be reluctant
to relinquish control and throw up
barriers to a deal they don’t want. Don’t
give up, says Donnelly: after Coastal
Gold’s superior offer was repeatedly
rebuffed, First Mining turned to the
courts to ensure shareholders had the
opportunity to make their view heard.
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Sometimes you have
to get aggressive and be
prepared to get in the
trenches and fight for it.
It’s a matter of doing whatever it takes to
get the deal done. “Sometimes you have
to get aggressive,” Donnelly remarks,
“and be prepared to get in the trenches
and fight for it.”
Given the current market dynamics,
aggregation represents a natural
progression and a highly pragmatic
strategy for many Canadian junior mining
companies. It may require management
teams to set aside their personal egos
and ambitions, but in the long run it will
strengthen the sector overall.
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De-risking project financing
Sometimes the part is greater than the whole
It came down to having
one hundred percent
of nothing—or part of
something.
Steve Filipovic, CFO
Premier Gold Mines Ltd.

Junior mining companies assess many risks in developing
a new project, including commodity price risk, permitting
risk and environmental risk. In the current environment,
financing has become the top risk for many juniors.
De-risking the financing of a project by partnering with
a mid-sized or major miner can be an effective way to
obtain much-needed financing and keep a project moving
ahead in a difficult market. It can provide the junior with
the cash and other resources needed to advance their
project. It also enables the larger investor to develop
low-priority assets that have good potential to generate
significant value with little capital exposure.
De-risking projects through partnerships has played a
key role in Premier Gold Mines Limited’s recent mining
activity. The company has partnered with Barrick,
Goldcorp, Newmont and Centerra Gold to advance a
number of projects in Ontario and Nevada.
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The current commodity price slump is
driving renewed interest in partnering on
mining development projects as a source
of financing. As Steve Filipovic, Premier’s
CFO, notes, a company with multiple
projects and low cash flow must either
return to capital markets repeatedly—
where it’s hard to obtain financing
without getting “severely punished”—or
pursue alternatives. “You’ve got to find
creative ways to keep moving, without
significant dilution,” says Filipovic.
He speaks from experience. In 2014,
Premier’s Hard Rock project had
reached the point where the capital
cost requirements of development
were growing substantially. Slowing or
stopping development of the project
wasn’t an option for Premier, but doing
it alone would be costly—and risky for
a company its size. “We soon realized
that financing at a project level might be
the best way to do this,” recalls Filipovic.
The search for a partner was on.
Premier was determined to retain control
of Hard Rock and participate in its success
and upside potential. After conversations
with its would-be partners, Premier
reached a deal with Centerra Gold.
Centerra was the best option available,
says Filipovic—they had mining
experience and the free cash available
to fund the next stage of development.
The deal closed in March 2015 and was
well received by the market.

Financing provided through partnering
can also be used to support a miner’s
wider business strategy. For Premier, derisking Hard Rock with the Centerra deal
has enabled the company to accelerate
its journey to becoming a producer.
“If it weren’t for the deal with Centerra,
we wouldn’t have been able to acquire
40% of Arturo,” says Filipovic. Premier
acquired Goldcorp’s 40% stake in
Nevada’s South Arturo project in June
2015, partnering with Barrick to move
its latest mine forward. South Arturo
is close to generating cash flow which
could—eventually—help fund Premier’s
share of Hard Rock’s development.
Some might be reluctant to give up
a portion of their interest in an asset,
no matter how tough the market gets.
Filipovic is pragmatic: “It came down to
having one hundred percent of nothing—
or part of something,” he says. “De-risking
has allowed us to keep moving during
a difficult market without ‘blowing up’
our balance sheet or share structure.”
As financing options dry up, junior
mining companies will need to broaden
their options to find the financing they
need. With the right partners, de-risking
strategies can enable miners to monetize
assets, retain an interest in a project and
gain the cash needed to keep balance
sheets strong—and options open.
www.pwc.com/ca/juniormine

Non-traditional financing
Do whatever it takes to find the cash to keep going
A financing deal: NovaCopper’s acquisition of Sunward
For junior developers and producers,
streaming and royalty arrangements
can provide a welcome source of cash
to support exploration. Streaming and
royalties aren’t new of course. What is
new, however, is that we’re seeing these
deals involve smaller projects and
smaller amounts of money, with packages
of royalties being sold on early-stage
or greenfield projects, such as Abitibi
Royalties’ “Royalty Search” program.

Rick Van Nieuwenhuyse
President and CEO, NovaCopper Inc.
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In buoyant markets financing junior
mining firms is relatively straightforward:
explorers and larger miners raise money
on equity markets, while developers and
producers are also able to turn to debt
markets. Today, equity and debt markets
have dried up, and junior exploration
companies with shrinking cash reserves
have to get creative to find the cash
they need to keep their projects moving
forward. As some Canadian juniors
have found, an open mind and some
unconventional thinking can uncover
new sources of much-needed cash.

Elsewhere, some exploration companies
are literally buying the cash they need, by
acquiring other companies. In the current
market, it’s not uncommon to find firms
trading below their cash value. Junior
explorers willing to think differently
about how to finance their business can
take advantage of this opportunity to
access much-needed capital.
It’s a financing route recently taken by
Vancouver’s NovaCopper Inc. A year ago,
the company found itself with a good
asset (the Upper Kobuk Mineral Projects
in Alaska) and a solid management team,
but it lacked the capital to move ahead.
With the capital markets “virtually
nonexistent,” as President and CEO Rick
Van Nieuwenhuyse puts it, the company
knew a different approach was needed.

NovaCopper approached Sunward, which
had cash but whose low-grade Colombian
gold deposit was seen as uneconomic by
the market. NovaCopper was willing to
pay a premium for Sunward’s cash, says
Van Nieuwenhuyse, “because cash was
hard to come by, by any other means.” The
deal took time, as NovaCopper is crosslisted on the Canadian and US exchanges;
once done, though, it was positively
received by the market, which understood
NovaCopper’s view that it was a financing
deal more than an asset acquisition.
This kind of transaction can require
management teams to move out of their
comfort zones, a point Van Nieuwenhuyse
echoes. As he relates it, NovaCopper
not only got cash through its acquisition
of Sunward—it also got an asset in a
different country and jurisdiction. Due
diligence is vital. “You want to make
sure you get what you pay for—and
nothing you’re not expecting,” says Van
Nieuwenhuyse. “Don’t be in a hurry.”
Miners that successfully pursue creative
routes to financing shouldn’t be too hasty
to spend the newfound cash, however.
With the current slump showing little
sign of abating soon, companies may
prefer to focus on nudging projects along
rather than going full steam ahead.
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But firms should act now,
not later—attempting a
transaction in a moment
of crisis or desperation
can lead to hasty decision
making, increased
risk and less than optimal
deal terms.

NovaCopper intends to pace itself:
“You don’t have to be in a hurry to get a
prefeasibility study done in six months’
time,” says Van Nieuwenhuyse. “You can
take six months or take two years,
and do a better job. This feels like a
‘take your time’ kind of market.”

We expect to see more transactions like
NovaCopper’s in the year to come—
Northern Dynasty Minerals’ acquisition
of Cannon Point Resources being a
recent example. Companies with good
assets but little cash—or with cash but
assets that aren’t economically feasible
in the current market—may well find
that an acquisition provides a win-win
that enables each firm’s projects to keep
moving forward.

But firms should act now, not later—
attempting a transaction in a moment
of crisis or desperation can lead to
hasty decision making, increased risk
and less than optimal deal terms.

Never give up
Determination and partnering key to Klondex’s ‘Midas touch’
Paul Huet, President, CEO and Director of Klondex
Mines Ltd., knows how vital determination and effective
partnering can be when it comes to raising money.
In 2012, the Klondex board asked Huet to prepare
one of their operations, Fire Creek, for potential sale.
Huet was well acquainted with Fire Creek, having
led two due diligence reviews of it years before—
once while managing Newmont’s Midas mine,
and again while with Hollister mine. Knowing Fire
Creek’s potential, Paul instead convinced the board
that building Fire Creek into an operational mine
would create greater shareholder value than a sale.
Without its own mill, the Fire Creek project could
only process its high grade ore through a toll milling
arrangement. This was not going to be an effective way
to advance the growth of the company and provide real
shareholder value. One way to mitigate this risk in a
market that was seeing bankruptcies and lost contracts,
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was for Klondex to secure its own mill. In 2013 Klondex
decided to acquire the Midas mine and mill to achieve
that goal. The only problem? Newmont had already
signed a letter of intent with another company.

puzzle with a CAD$25 million debt deal. “We had a lot
of support from other people who believed in what
we were trying to build, and we had a good group of
bankers,” says Huet. The deal closed in February 2014.

Huet didn’t give up. He told Newmont that if the existing
deal fell through, Klondex would acquire Midas. The next
step was convincing Newmont he could find the money.

Partnering was critical, says Huet. So many deals never
cross the finish line because the right people or partners
aren’t included in the deal. “It’s all about who you partner
with,” says Huet. “By partnering with the right groups,
you can accomplish anything.”

It seemed a daunting prospect. Klondex—a junior yet to
produce any gold—had a market cap of around CAD$65
million in 2013, and it was proposing to raise CAD$100
million to purchase Midas. It was highly unusual for a
junior to raise that level of money.
By October 2013, Newmont gave Klondex the green light
to proceed. The company was ready: Klondex raised
a total of CAD$103.6 million comprised of CAD$42.6
million in equity; a gold loan of CAD$36 million;
and a syndicate of lenders provided the last piece of the

Since the acquisition, 137,577 ounces of gold and
2,192,514 ounces of silver have been produced by the
Fire Creek and Midas mines. As Klondex’s story of
renewal shows, lost opportunities don’t always stay
lost. The company’s determination to make the deal
happen was instrumental in convincing others to get
on board, but it took finding pivotal partnerships to
bring the deal to a close.
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Learnings from a formerly distressed company
Early planning makes all the difference for Jaguar Mining
Jaguar unlocks value in difficult times

Derrick Weyrauch
CFO, Jaguar Mining

Optimism and perseverance have
sustained Canada’s miners through
market slumps before, and the current
downturn is no different. While no
company wants to be in a position of
distress, no miner is immune—especially
in today’s challenging environment.
Management teams need to accept this,
and develop a plan of action.
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“The best advice I can give is be prepared
and be proactive,” says Derrick Wayrauch,
chief financial officer of Jaguar Mining.
He speaks from experience: when he
joined Jaguar’s board in 2013, the
company faced a liquidity crunch and
debt challenges. Weyrauch soon found
himself chairing a special committee
to undertake a restructuring and
recapitalization. In 2014, he joined
Jaguar’s management as CFO.
Effective preparation begins by having
a solid understanding of the business
and the company’s cash flow needs in
the months—or even weeks—to come.
“I think it all starts from having good

financial models,” says Weyrauch.
Careful, continuous assessment can
highlight variances from the financial
model, which can help management
identify and close gaps in their
understanding of the business.

other financing terms. Lenders aren’t
necessarily interested in running your
business, says Weyrauch, “but they do
want to ensure management’s doing
everything needed to maximize cash
flow and service debt obligations.”

The stronger the understanding of the
business, the better management is able
to anticipate—and respond to—a crisis.
Making changes to operations, working
capital or capital spending plans, as well
as deferring discretionary spending, are
all ways in which companies can free
cash in troubled times and what Jaguar
has had to do.

When companies find themselves in a
position to spend again prudence and
caution are key. Jaguar was fortunate,
in that it was able to go through an
insolvency process and retain its assets
within the company, notes Weyrauch.
Yet while the company could deploy
its cash in numerous ways, it’s moving
forward with the operations and
development activity with care. “[We’re]
taking a risk-based approach and being
very prudent,” he says. “Looking for the
best return, the nearest payback with
the least amount of risk, is very key.”

Companies should also ensure they don’t
have potential sources of cash tucked
away in the balance sheet. Weyrauch
explains that when he and the new team
took Jaguar’s helm, they had CAD$40
million in refundable—and uncollected—
tax credits on the balance sheet. “We
aggressively went after some of that
money last year,” says Weyrauch. “We’ve
already recovered CAD$7 million in cash,
and that certainly helped our liquidity
and allowed us to move forward.”
It’s also vital that companies maintain
good, open channels of communication
with all their lenders, particularly in a
time of distress. Leaving even one lender
out of the loop can undo a company’s
best efforts to renegotiate debt or

As Jaguar’s experience shows, financial
distress doesn’t have to spell the end
of the company. But it’s essential that
Canada’s junior miners face up the
reality of their situation in a difficult
market. Management and directors
alike can unlock the value of their
business and assets through quality
financial modelling, giving them the
information they need to “make the call”
before crisis hits and develop a clear
plan on how they intend to deal with it.
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Embedding a culture of innovation
Embracing the unconventional can pay off
Innovation key to future success for Alloycorp
Kitsault mine is located. On taking over
as CEO in 2014, Bogden moved quickly
to repair strained relationships with
the First Nation in preparation for the
development of the Kitsault mine. First,
he surprised his Nisga’a counterparts by
offering to open up Alloycorp’s financial
models and data room information;
he then acted swiftly to meet elders’
concerns over water safety and exceeding
permit-mandated water quality standards.

Gordon Bogden
President and CEO, Alloycorp

Innovation isn’t exactly topping the
agenda for most of Canada’s junior
miners these days—the focus is on doing
whatever it takes to keep the lights
on and the project moving forward.
But as Alloycorp Mining demonstrates,
embracing innovation doesn’t need
to be costly. Keeping an open mind
towards new approaches can pay off
today and down the road.
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Alloycorp has a reputation as a futurefocused miner that embraces innovative
thinking in all areas of its business,
from the mine itself to community
engagement and environmental
sustainability. Looking forward—really
forward—is embedded in Alloycorp’s
DNA. As president and CEO Gordon
Bogden relates, the company strives
to look at where it needs to be in 10, 30
and even 50 years to be competitive,
efficient and profitable.
Alloycorp was the first mining company
to sign a Co-operation Benefits Agreement
with the Nisga’a First Nation in BC’s Nass
Valley, where the company’s Avanti

The company’s openness to
unconventional solutions is also reflected
in its plan to use Doppelmayr’s RopeCon
conveyor system—similar to a ski
lift—for Avanti Kitsault. “It hadn’t been
used here [North America] before, but
that didn’t deter us at all,” Bogden says.
“It’s not as if we can only use things
that we’ve seen here.” Alloycorp has
opted to include the RopeCon in its
mine plan because it fits the company’s
needs perfectly: it’s quieter, more
efficient, more environmentally friendly
and substantially cheaper than some
alternative technologies.
The company is planning a nontraditional route with its tailings facility
berm too. Alloycorp has chosen asphalt
for its berm core, rather than the typical
concrete. Asphalt offers the benefit of
absorbing seismic energy—a big plus for
a mine on the West Coast.

“No one else over here is using this,” he
says, despite asphalt being used for 50
years in Europe and elsewhere. “It was
an opportunity for us to use something
that’s proven technology that’s more
environmentally sustainable.”
As he looks forward, Bogden believes
new innovations from data analytics,
drones and 3-D printing could completely
transform mining. Many of these
innovations are now available off the
shelf, so miners need to explore how
they could use them.
Yet the innovation that could have the
biggest impact might be one of the
least expensive: collaboration. While
miners do a great job of coming together
at industry forums, there’s not much
collective effort around common
challenges. For Bogden, it’s an
unrealized opportunity.
“We’re all working in the same areas.
We’re all trying to do the same things.
Let’s bundle it together a little bit more,”
he says. “I think that can be done quite
easily. It doesn’t cost anything to get
together and discuss how we can be more
effective in working together, moving
some of these initiatives forward.”
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Act now. Build for the future.
The mining slump will come to an end, eventually—yet when
it does, it won’t be business as usual. At PwC, we’re committed
to helping mining companies understand the challenges facing
miners over the next 10 to 20 years—and evolve their businesses
to meet and overcome those challenges.
partners and advisors have to take place.
Decisions must be made, actions taken
and opportunities seized. Miners need to
act now—today, not tomorrow—because
tomorrow may simply be too late.

Of course, to be part of this future, junior
miners need to survive today. As our
report shows, it’s tough: cash reserves are
falling and debt and equity markets
have dried up. Yet as we’ve seen this year,
innovative, determined and resilient
companies are finding the cash they need
to keep moving forward in an incredibly
difficult market.
What is clear is this: simply keeping the
lights on is no longer enough. It’s just not
a viable strategy during such a prolonged
downturn. Conversations with boards,
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PwC believes there are options for
every junior mining company in today’s
market. We’ll help you explore and
evaluate these options—from tax
structuring to transaction evaluation
and business integration, all focused
on optimizing asset value. And we’ll
work alongside you as you execute your
strategy and emerge from the downturn
ready to build a mine for the future.
To start the conversation, talk with
your local PwC mining professional or
visit pwc.com/ca/mining.
Best regards,

Liam Fitzgerald
Canadian Mining Leader
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